Parent Guide: Constellation Cards, Star Collage, Constellation Hop

1. Constellation Cards
   Learn the constellations, and then create one of your own!

   Supplies Needed:
   - printable from website (2-sided print, or match game style)
     *if you don't have a printer at home use the guide to create your own cards
   - index cards
   - pen, pencil, markers, or colored pencils
   - start, circle, or other small stickers

   Join us on our Facebook page for instructions!

2. Star Collage
   Create a colorful, textured star with simple supplies from home. Make several and hang them from your ceiling using string. If you want to get really creative, hang them in the pattern of your family's favorite constellations.

   Supplies Needed:
   - cardboard star
     (trace and cut from a cereal box or other leftover boxes)
   - tissue paper, colored paper
   - glue stick
   - optional - string and tape or push pins to hang

3. Constellation Hop
   Outside: Use sidewalk chalk and rocks
   Inside: Use yarn and paper stars

   Using the constellation cards from the first activity, place rocks or paper stars in the formation of a constellation. Create lines using chalk or yarn. Then hop the shape of the constellation to get some energy out. Set up a constellation obstacle course and time each kid to see who can go the fastest!